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Awareness 映像通信のための機能的階層符号化
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あらまし 本報告では，アウェアネス通信のために機能の点で階層化された符号化データを送受信する新しいタ
イプの映像通信システムを提案する．ここで、アウェアネスは繧繝かつ半透明な人物領域を意味し，これを受信側
で表示するのに必要最小限のデータを「基本階層」として伝送する．それ以外のデータは「拡張階層」として、こ
れを追加伝送することで通常の映像通信が可能となる．基本階層には、(1)人物領域（前景）
、かつ、(2)人物繧繝化
のための低周波数帯域、かつ、(3)人物半透明化のための高位（MSB 側の）ビットプレーンが含まれている．背景
画像は予め伝送しておく．上記(2),(3)を JPEG2000 国際標準の帯域分割およびビットプレーン分解により実現する．
キーワード アウェアネス, JPEG2000, 映像, 通信, 階層符号化
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Abstract This paper proposes a new video coding system which transmits functionally layered data for “awareness”
communication. The system displays “awareness”, which is defined as a “blurred” and “semi-transparent” person region by
transmitting minimum data necessary for displaying the awareness. The minimum data contains (1) person region and (2)
lower frequency band signals of the region for displaying blurred person and (3) higher bit-planes of the band signals for
displaying blurred and semi-transparent person. Scenery without person is previously transmitted. It becomes possible to
reduce redundancy in data transmission since (2) and (3) above are implemented by the “band decomposition” and the
“bit-plane decomposition” of the JPEG2000 (JP2K) international standard respectively.
Keyword awareness, JPEG 2000, video, communication, layered coding

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, various kinds of video surveillance
systems have been developed to prevent crimes and
disasters. However, privacy invasion problems have
been also arising [1,2]. So far, to balance the
“privacy” and “surveillance”, large variety of video
communication systems have been proposed [3-9].
Especially, since a new concept referred to
“awareness” is introduced in [5], awareness
communication systems which can display existence
of a person have been proposed [6-9]. However,
wide band width for communication (data amount to
be transmitted) is required since these methods
transmit video signal first and then transform it to
the awareness. In addition, huge computational load

to detect contour of a person or to recognize a
person is required [9,10-12].
The international standard MPEG-4 for visual
coding supports encoding each of objects in a video
signal [13,14]. It enables to transmit person region
only and transforming it into the awareness at a
receiver. This approach can reduce data amount for
transmission. However redundancy remains in
transmitting
information
for
displaying
the
awareness.
This
paper
proposes
a
new
awareness
communication
system
which
can
reduce
communication bit rate by means of transmitting
minimum data for displaying the awareness. So far,
there are various types of awareness. The awareness
in
this
paper
means
a
“blurred”
and

JP2K encoder and decoder. In case of using the 5/3
“lossless” filter, for example, a one dimensional
input signal X(n) is processed by

“semi-transparent” person region. Utilizing the JPEG
2000 (JP2K) international standard [15,16], this
paper proposes a new type of communication system
which can display the awareness at minimum
communication bit rate and display normal video by
transmitting additional data.
In details, in awareness communication mode, the
system transmits minimum data which contains (1)
pixels in person region, (2) higher bit-planes for
displaying semi-transparent person, and (3) a part of
band signals (bands) for blurred person region signal.
It becomes possible to reduce redundancy of data
transmission since (2) and (3) above are
implemented by the “bit-plane decomposition” and
“wavelet transform” of the JP2K respectively.
JP2K encodes each of bands and each of
bit-planes of an input video signal by the EBCOT
composed of the bit modeling and the arithmetic
coding [15,16]. Therefore, the proposed system in
awareness mode transfers the bands and the
bit-planes relevant to (2) and (3) above. On the other
hand, the system in video communication mode
transfers other remaining bands and bit-planes. As a
result, it becomes possible to reduce data amount
necessary to be transmitted for awareness and video
communication.
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2. PROPOSED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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2.1. Transmitter and Receiver
The transmitter illustrated in figure 1(a) encodes
each of the “background” image signal and the
“input video” signal by JP2K encoder after applying
the “pre-processing” in the dotted line in the figure.
The receiver in figure 1(b) synthesizes the
“background” and the “video” after decoding each of
them by JP2K decoder followed by the
“post-processing” in the dotted line in the figure. It
is our purpose to utilize the forward and backward
wavelet transform, which are core technologies of
the JP2K, at the pre- and post- processing so that the
system can be implemented with relatively popular
IP core and software sub-routines of the JP2K
standard.
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2.2. Forward / Backward Transform
The forward and backward wavelet transform at
the pre- and post- processing are exactly same as the

awareness

output video

(t=2, n=1)

(t=0, n=0)

(b) Receiver
Fig.1 Awareness video communication system.
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awareness, denoting “transparency” parameter
t=0,1,2,…, the pixel value is shifted to right by t
[bit], namely multiplied by 2 -t . Parameter t=0
indicates normal video, t=1 is semi- (or half)
transparent and t=2 is quarter transparent. As a result,
the number of bit-planes to be encoded by the JP2K
encoder is reduced by t and the data to be
transmitted is also reduced.
For the basic layer, denoting “blurness” parameter
n=0,1,2, …, only LL band at n-th stage for n>0 and
all the bands for n=0 is transmitted. Parameter n=0
indicates clear, n=1 is weakly blurred and n=2 is
more blurred. The number of pixels to be encoded is
all for n=0, 1/4 for n=1, 1/16 for n=2 and the data to
be transmitted is also reduced.
As explained, the basic layer contains minimum
data which are higher bit-planes and lower bands
necessary for displaying the awareness. The
enhancement layer contains the rest of the bit-planes
and bands. This procedure enables to reduce bit rate
for awareness and video communications.

and Y(2n) as a low (L) frequency band and Y(2n+1)
as a high (H) frequency band are produced. Applying
this processing vertically and horizontally to the two
dimensional signal, four bands at the 1st stage 1LL,
1LH, 1HL and 1HH are produced. Furthermore,
applying it to the 1LL recursively, four more bands
2LL, 2LH, 2HL and 2HH are generated. This
procedure is repeated to S-th stage for S>0 [15,16].
In case of 9/7 “lossy” filter, similar bands are
produced except the wavelet filter bank different
from equations (1) and (2). The corresponding
backward transform is defined as a inverse procedure
of the forward transform [15,16]. Figure 2 indicates
an example of the band decomposition. Bands of the
background image are stored in a memory device as
well as the n-th stage LL band for s=1,2,3,…,S for
the person region extraction explained in figure 4.

2.3. Person Extraction
The “person extraction” in figure 1(a) subtracts
“background” in figure 3(b) from “input video” in
figure 3(a) to produce “subtracted” image in figure
3(c). The person region in figure 3(d), which is a
binary image signal, is used to mask the bands in
figure 3(e) to produce “masked” image in figure 3(f).
As a result, encoded data amount of the non-person
region in the bands is close to zero since JP2K
outputs almost zero data for zero-padded region. It is
possible to embed shape information into the tile
header as overhead information [16]. The system in
this paper does not require transmitting any overhead
as shape information.
The person region with zero padded non-person
region and the non-person region with zero padded
person region are embedded into the basic layer and
the enhancement layer in figure 1 respectively.
It is feasible to employ the contour extraction
method such as SNAKES [10-12]. However, there is
no influence on displaying awareness even though
the contour is not exact as explained in later
subsection E. The proposed system employs a simple
method for extracting contour indicated in figure 4.
It utilizes multi-resolution expression of an image
signal by means of the JP2K wavelet transform.

2.5. Background Addition
The “background addition” in figure 1(b) in the
receiver synthesizes the “input video” and the
“background” after decoding data by the JP2K
decoder. For displaying awareness at parameters (t,
n), LL band at n-th stage is shifted to left by t [bit],
namely multiplied by 2 t , and the “background”
multiplied by (1-2 -t ) is added. As a result, the output
signal,
[output ] = [ person] × 2 −t + [background ] × (1 − 2 − t )

(3)

is displayed at the receiver as the awareness. If
t=0, [output] = [person] and if t=1, [output] =
{ [person]+ [background] }/2 = [semi-transparent].
If [person] = [background], always [output] =
[background]. Therefore, there is no influence on
displaying person as far as the extracted contour
includes actual person region.

2.4. Awareness Extraction
The bands are decomposed into bit-planes as same
as the JP2K encoder. For the basic layer to display
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3. EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM
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(f) 3rd stage

In this section, bit rate reduction ratio due to the
procedure proposed in this paper for awareness
communication
is
experimentally
examined.
Luminance of 600 [frames] of a video signal with
320 x 240 [pixel] and 15 [frame/sec] is used.
“Lossless” 5/3 filter (not “lossy” 9/7 filter) of the
JP2K is used so that the system is compared under
no coding error caused by “lossy” coding.
Awareness at various parameter values (t, n) is
indicated in figure 6. For this frame, encoded data of
the person region at t=0 and n=0 was observed to be
22.8 [%] to the encoded data of whole region at t=0
and n=0. Figure 5 indicates data reduction rate
which is defined as a ratio of data amount of the
basic layer at various parameter values (t, n) to the
encoded data amount of whole region at t=0 and n=0.
For this example, details of the person seems to be
concealed for n>1. In this case, data reduction rate is
less than 10 [%]. Optimum parameter value (t, n) is
determined according to the user. However, this
paper insists that the data to be transmitted can be
reduced by more than 90 [%] for n>1 by transmitting
minimum components to display awareness.

background

input video

2LL

1LL

Fig.2 Band decomposition with the wavelet
transform.
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(a) input video (b) background (c) subtracted (d) person region

(e) band signals

(f) masked band signals
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Fig.3 Zero padding on the noon-person region.

4. CONCLUSION
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The awareness video communication system which
can reduce data amount to be transmitted is proposed.
The system transmits minimum components, higher
bit-planes and lower bands generated by JP2K, to
display awareness. It is confirmed that the system
can reduce bit rate to 10 [%] at awareness
communication mode. The system has a feature that
it can be implemented by core technologies of the
international standard JP2K.
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Fig.4 Person region determination with the wavelet
transform.
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Displayed “awareness” at the receiver.
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